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frosty night
the whisper
of falling leaves

Martha Magenta - UK

fireflies 
through the mist
distant stars 

Hifsa Ashraf - Pakistan 

October night
wild-eyed and wicked
the shriveled pumpkin

Barbara Tate - USA

drifting fog
my eyes rest
on the rose

David He Zhuanglang - China

train journey
the spreadsheet
of city lights

Alan Summers - UK

nettle leaves -
transparency 
of the jellyfish

Angiola Inglese - Italy



dappled light
the trees whisper
of October

Deborah P Kolodji - USA

the mask
we all wear
full moon

Olivier Schopfer - Switzerland

fields of lupine
where does the sky
begin

Debbie Strange - Canada  

moonlit pine
the wax and wane
of owlsong

Isabel Caves - New Zealand  

river mist
out of the silence
a swan

Rachel Sutcliffe - UK

Japanese maple
stripped naked -
autumn tempest 

Marilyn Fleming - USA



starry night
the weight 
of old bones

Andy McLellan - UK

candy store -
against the glass
a child's breath

Theresa A. Cancro - USA 

clouds
my thoughts 
are drumming

Pere Risteski - Macedonia

foreign sky
all the photos
without me

Tia Haynes - USA

mourning dove
the grey hue
of spring breeze

Madhuri Pillai - Australia

autumn stars
the night sky tells
our solitude

Eufemia Griffo - Italy



another miscarriage
my shadow 
getting thinner

Radostina Dragostinova - Bulgaria

sunflowers bowing
in the rain
Evensong

Marion Alice Poirier - USA

scattered silk -
the undulation
of moonlit dunes

Teiichi Suzuki - Japan   

family orchard . . .
extra vent holes
in the top crust

Julie Warther - USA

traffic jam
my thoughts
take a U-turn

Basant Kumar Das - India

fall dew
reigniting
this rose

Helen Buckingham - UK 



ripe peach -
my mother's
velvet skin

Rosa Maria Di Salvatore - Italy

wet hair drying
on a summer night
scent of the sea

Lucy Whitehead - UK

sunup -
leaves fallen
and frosted
                 
Valentina Ranaldi-Adams - USA

----------  In the Starlight  ----------

new swan 
little pirouettes

by the lake 

Guliz Mutlu - Turkey 
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